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IPRIMITIVE MAN : HIS FOOD HAB I TS ANO THE I
R
DIETETIC SIGN IF ICANCE
INTRODUCT ION
Purpose of the Study
In our civilization in which nature, stimulated by
man, casts upon the world an ever increasinn variety ot
food, there flourish many tooH fads and fancies. There
are those who extol the benefits to be derived from a
vegetarian diet. Others take up the debate of "natural"
vs. 'artificial" foods. Too often the final argument
offered k v the food faddist is drawn from the distant
past. One hears, "Our ancestors lived upon natural foods:
they were healthy." There are many other factors which
mav have operated to make those ancestors heal thy— i +
they v/ere healthy. The theory ot the survival ot the
fittest explains much. Rut, granting that food did'
play an important part in the lives of those who were
successful in the struoale for existence, a study of
their foo- : habits may be enlightening.
Limits o t the Study
Such a s f u <"V w ill include all those factors .. h i c h
are concerned with food--the kind and amount of food
eaten, the dietetic properties of the food, the methods
of preparation, t !, e regularity of the meals and customs
in respect to food and drink.

2The substances from which the human protoplasm
was built a n H regulated were the same tor primitive man
as tor ourselves. As long as man has existed he has
needed proteins anH minerals, tats and carbohydrates,
vitamins, cellulose and water* We shall look, then,
tor the sources o i those tood orinciples in the toods
eaten by man in Europe, Asia Minor, an- 1 Mo r t h Africa,
in that period o i his evolution which starts v/ith his
tirst appearance in Europe in the Lower P a I e o I i r h ; c
period anH ends with the close of the Neolithic period.
Importance of the Study
Liqht may. be thrown upon the content of the diet,
upon the origin of methods of preparing food, upon the
time and circumstances surrounding the meal, upon some
of our modern f o o H habits and upon the relatively import-
ant pi ace which certain foods occupy. As a result of
the study we may be able to trace the influence of such
discoveries as the use of fire and pottery in the pre-
paration of food. The interdependence of culture and
diet may be evident also in the development of other
inventions such as the fish harpoon, and the bow and
arrow, agriculture and the dom esticafion of animals.
The adequacy of the diet in health producing factors
may be estimated from the condition of the skeletal
parts, such as the teeth and bones, and in a small part
by what we can discover concerning the vigor and longevity
of primitive man.

3THE OIET OF PR IMITI VE MAN
Food Supply of Lower Paleolithic Man
During the Lower Paleolithic period, lasting from
the Pliocene Ape up to rhe Third descent of the ice (the
Riss Glaciation) there lived in Europe, Asia, and Africa,
a race, or races, of men responsible for the Pre -C h e I lean
Chellean and Acheulian cultures. iheise men lived on
through many changes of cl irnate. I here were extremely
Cold periods accompanying the descent of the glaciers
and ; as : the ice receded there were long warm intervals.
It was before the Gunz Glacial reached its maximum
I
that Pre-Chellean man arrived in Europe. There was a
forest to steppe fauna which gradually changed to tundra,
(n the ro I I i no , treeless plains there roarne d the wo© I I y
elephant, the musk ox an^ the reindeer. The Pre-Chellean
men survived the Gunz Glacial and lived on through the
Gunz-Mindel l n terglacial period. As the climate became
warm the hippopotamus, the Etruscan rhinoceros, the saber-
toothed tiqer, and the two southern elephants apneared
to furnish them food. Wl fh the approach of the Mi n del
Glacial the fauna was again like that of the first
Gl ac i a I Epoch .
Chellean an-' Lower Acheulian man lived during the
Second 'arm l n terval, the Mfndel—ftlss interglacial period
2
of Penck. This, the warmest of the interglacial epochs
1. Georqe Grant MacCurdy, "Human Origins", Vol. I, p. 434.
2. Ibid., p . 43 5.

4is thought to have lasted about 240,000 years. There
were ash, oak, 1 irch, linden an rl mistletoe trees and
there must have been seed bearing plants, fruits, mosses,
tubers and leaves. Ihe women and children may have
gathered these, and grubs, and eggs, rd adH variety ro
the m a i n f o
o
r
> sourc c--me a t . At the site o f lorrabla,
bo r i a
,
in S • • a i n , f
h
ere h a v e bgen to un H the bones of the
animal s hunted and fed u p o n by the ancient h e 1 lean,
and o e r h ao s Pre -Ch e 1 lean, hu n t e r s . 'here are the bones
of the red ^eer, a large e a r 1 y type of t r
u
e horse, the
ox, the Etruscan rh i noce ro s
,
and' th e e 1 ep h ant.
- Si nee man's on 1 y tool s were t h e b 1 ade , the scraper,
the h a n H axe a n H th e w o o d e n club, a great deal of skill
and i no enuiry must have be e n e x e r c i s e d in t r app ing and
ove rcom ing the beas t s . Pe ak e calls a t ten t ion to the
frequent occurrence of their implements in what were
the beds of ancient rivers and along their margins, and
suggests that they specially frequented such sites, where
they could ae i water to drink and attack beasts coming
I
down for a like purpose. There are evidences of the
use of fire in the la vers of charred wood an^' bones
frequently foun^ in the industrial deposits of early
Acheulian times. Over the fire these men may have roaste
the prizes of the hunt--the steaks fr om the elephant, Ihe
^roa r| nosed rhinoceros, the cave hyena, the lion and the
hippopotamus. Much of the animal must have been eaten
I. Harold Peake and John Herbert Fleure, "Corridors of
Time 5 ', Vol . I
, pp . I 29- I 30.

raw. As the climate grew colder they fell back for
sustenance upon the lioht horses and bison from the
A
s I a t I c s t epo e , which roamed p I e n t i f u I I y over the plateaux
of France. Wh en bison became scarce there w n s nothing
to do under conditions which became increasingly pre-
carious but await the coming southward of t n e reindeer,
the woolly rhinoceros and the m ammo th. £s the coM
preceding the V/'u rm Ice Aoe increased the people respon-
sible for the Ac he u Man culture departed southwards
leaving western Europe free for Neanderthal man with
h i s M 0 u sterian culture.
Food Habits of Middle and Upper Paleolithic Kan
Mo u s t e r i a n Man
Tyler estimates that Neanderthal occupied Europe
I
from
J 25,000 B.Ci t© 25,000 B.C. Like the men who
occupied Europe before him he represents a terminal
off-shoot fr orn our ancesrral form; tie is not the direct
2
ancestor of modern man. The first of the race were
present in Lurone durinn the first part of the M> | d d I e
Paleolithic Period which was synchronous with the last
warm fauna known to Europe. Remains of these people
are found at hhringsdorf and Taubach associated \ ith
straight-tusked elephants, horses, broad- nosed rhinoceros,
shells, and plant remains. As the intensity of the cold
1. John M. Tyler, ''New Stone AG e in Northern Europe", o.
2. Sir Arthur Keith, "The Antiquity of Man", p. o83.

increased, some of these Neanderthal men, too, followed
the Ac heu leans southward, some go inn by CM I b r a I tar to
North Africa, while others, passing down Italy, endeavoure
to cross by Sicily and Ma Ita. Still others remained
behind taking shelter in the caves during periods of
extreme cold.' ^s far as we know Neanderthal man was
the first to take up habitation in caves. This moHe of
living favored the preservation of his cultural remains
which we find over an extended area in hu rope (everywhere
in the middle latitudes except Bulgaria and Rumania), as
well as in parts of Africa and Asia.
We may oicture Neanderthal man as a short, stocky,
I
b r o a H
, noril la-like type, of codr sz physical and mental
fiber, orobably about five feet, four inches tall. He
seems not to have had an wholly upright posture. Like
the men who had gone before him very little is known of
his existence. Probably he lived near the water in
families rather than in tribes, dependant upon the bounty
of nature for his sustenance. 'he animals which furnished
the piece de resistance of his meals varied with the
climate. There were in the Co I d f. G u s t e r i a n period t h e
mammo th, the woolly rhinoceros, the elephant, The rein-
deer, the horse, the bison, the musk ox, and the bear.
The flora which accompanied the Cold Mousterian period
was that of the tundra. Th re was the pine tree, the
yew tree, and t !^e beech. The plants foun^ in the stomach
I. brnest A. Ilooton, Up from the Ape' 1 , p. 480.

7of the -frozen mammoth discovered in 1901 Included a
species of Carex (a qrass-like plant), Thymus (thyme),
Papaver alpinwm (Alpine poppy) and Ranunculus acris vcjr.
borealis (buttercup), all seed bear Inn species still
existing in the Siberian tunHra where the frozen remains
I
of the mammoth are found.
In the Grotto of the rhinoceros near Schwarzfeld,
2
about 1,000 bones of the cave bear testify to the
ability of Neanderthal to supply himself with food. The
bones have been s p I i t . t o allow the extraction of the
marrow. At Sirqenstein, also, there is evidence that
they annreciated bear's flesh, and especially that of
young animals. At San Ciro, Near Palermo, there are the
o
remains of some- 2,000 hippopotamuses, while at La
Chapel le-aux- Saints the animals associated with the
Middle Mousterian human skeletal are reindeer, horse,
ox, bison, Rhinoceros tichorhinus, fox, marmot, birds,
and wild goat.
At Krapina there are the remains of the disarticulated,
brofcen and charred bones of from ten to fourteen i n ^ i -
4
vidua Is of all ages. f )r. ( ?o r j a n o v i c- Kr ambe r tje r believes
that the remains represent the relics of a race which
ate each other. Cannibalism is rare amongst early races,
and although a severe famine would undoubtedly lead to
unfortunate incidents, the evidence is against the theory
1.
.J. Sol I as, "Ancient Hunters", p. 169.
2. G.F. Scott I Mot, "Prehistoric Man and His Story", p. I4u.
3 . Ibid., p . 147.
4. Ibid., p . |48.

8t h a f the Ne anderthaler ate one another habitually.
Re cause the coM haH driven I Je a n He r t h a I man to fhe
caves tor shelter, we may picture him as Hracpino home
to his Hen his hunt i n n prize, hastily cookinn it, anH
gorging himselt. He probably made a neater job ot ^ is sec
inq the animal than at 6 the Acheulians tor he had a -flint
skinninq knite as well as a skinninn tool ot bone. : h a t
he cookeH his tooH is certain, tor trie re are hearths
near his caves an rl evidences ot tire on the elephants
teeth an' 1 on the l^ones ot the bears .
Neanderthal man was primarily a meat-eater. /v lthoug
he ate hjrHs, very tew tish-bones are associateH with
Mousterian implements. 'here are no small bones to
inHicate that he liveH on small animals such as trogs
anH snakes. Honey may have tormed a supoly ot carbo-
hyHrates, anH trie marrow ot the bones which he broke
dddzd to his scanty supoly ot tat.
From the Aurionacian perioH on we know somethino
more ot the tood habits ot man tor he built his hearfh
in his cave, anH was not caretul about the Hisposal ot
his ret use.
Au r i qnac i an Ma
n
v/ h i I e the Neanderthal men ot the Middle Paleolithic
PerioH were roam inq over Europe anH Asia another race ot
men, entitled to the name ot Homo Sapiens anH belonging
to the Upper Paleolithic period, appeared in -North Atrica

9"\7h ence they came is uncertain. It may have been tr om
the Sahara, then enjoying an a mp I e rainfall with plenty
of grass, an^ perhaps forests as well, or th'zy may have
passed across the -> i n a i tic peninsular then larger a n r '
I
less dry, from some part of southwest Asia." Their
industry, first noticed at Gafsa, in Tunsia, the ancient
Capsa, has been termed C a p s i a n • Archaeologists have
recoonized two types of this industry, an eastern or
Getulian and a western or Ibe r o-Ma urusian. Roth types
ultimately reached Europe,
The dryino of the plains which followed the urm
glaciafion acted in the Sahara drivinn the western or
I b e r o -K aurus i an group a I o n n the west coast of Africa
and up across the Straits of Gibraltar into Spain.
Capsian culture stations ar: found all along this route.
The eastern or Getulian group, in pursuit of too- on
the hoof, arrived in Europe via tie land bridge then
exisfinq between 'unisia and Sicily. Peake estimates
2
that it was not until about II, 000 ,;? . C . , well after the
passing of the second maximum of the '/urm glaciafion
that they reached southern France, introducing what is
known as Aurignacian culture.
There seem to have been three main types of a u r i g -
nacians besides other individuals showing intermediate
traits. All of them were taller and with a larger brain
capacity than Meander thai. 'he Gr i ma I d i type which
1. HaroM Peake an^ John Herbert Fie. u re, op. cit., p. 136.
2. I b i rJ
.
, P . 13 7.

10
belonged to an early phase of the AtfT i g r> ac i a n e p o c h i s
of moderate stature, with a loiv narrow head an r' a
s I i p h t I y orotrt.'^ino jaw. Only two skeletons o t this
tyoe have been tound. 'hese two, ot a women and youth,
were discovered in the Grotte des Entants, 6 v Iina Y<d i:
,
Italy. Types closelv resembling these are not uncommonly
I
met v/ i t h among the present population ot North Atfica.
Another Aurignacian type, called ''Cro-Magnon' 1
,
atter the French cavern ot that name, possess very great
stature, sometimes reaching a height ot 6 teet 4-q inches.
Out ot tive adult males whose skeletons have been in the
GrimaMi Caves, three were ot a stature exceeding 6 teet
I inch a n ^ two were above O teet 4 inches in height.
Cro-Magnon man had a I o n n
,
narrow, but low head with a
short and broad tace.
The Predmost -Comb e Capelle type, with a long, narrow
but hioh head may represent a tresh set ot intruders.
The man is hv t a little over tive teet in stature.
Foster has called attention to the exceptionally long
legs which have the disDroportionate length below the
knee that distinguishes some, modern hill peoples, who
are expert climbers. "The teet and hands were ot moder-
ate size. ihe head torm may be described as representing
the lowest grade ot t'editerranean stock. It rese m b I e s
a coarse Australian type , bui talis be I ow Austral i a n
standard in cranial capacity. The jaw was turnished
I. Harold Peake and John Herbert Fie u re, op. cit., p. 13
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with a well defined chin; the nose was wide; I" he brows
were massive. ihe s n all brain-case rose -from a receding
fore-head to a si ightlv gabled crown anH then projected
in a remarkable posterior pr orn inence, that gave great
length to the h e a . The type has modern representation
in Soma I i I an d, Abvssinia, the Nile V fl 1 ley, Algeria,
northern Italy, northern Portugal, southern Prance, the
Plynlimmon moorland ot northern \/ales and isolated dis-
I
tricts ot western Ireland." The cultural remains ot
these three types do not indicate that they lived upon
different types of diet.
Throuahout the Auri^nacian culture period the men
were essentially hunters of big game. b Q ne points
appeared in the Lower Auriqnacean epoch. 'he flint
knife was an improvement over that us^d by the l\ c us ter-
ians. New types of blades appeared. Better equipped
for huntinn than Mean Her thai, Auripnacien Kan was a much
more dangerous foe of the wild creatures. ihe animals
which they preferred were at first the ma mm o t h an r! woolly
rhinoceros, later on the horse and bison, and at another
period the reindeer.
At Solutre^ a station in the h on e valley a little
to the north of Lyons, there existed a camp sheltered
to the north by a high cliff and with sunny exposures to
the south. The whole site covers an area about equal to
2
four modern city blocks of fifty by two hundred feet,
1. T.Si Foster, "Travels and Settlements- of l a r I y Kan",
pp. 98-99.
2. James Henry Breasted, "The Conquest ot Civilization",
p. 17.

12
and has in some peaces deposits that arc thirty-three
I
teet thick. Ihe lowest level contains the bones ot
rn a mrno th and cave bear, many of reindeer and some of elk,
antelope anH deer. A^ove the forest level the bones ot
the coM fauna are exceeded by those of the foresi horse.
Over the hearth levels there were found a vast collection
of horse bones representing the refuse accumulated through
many seasons of prosperous hunting, which had resulted
2
in the slaughter of not less than 100,000 head of horses
mainly of the forest but also of the steppe bree's.
ith these there were foun r! a few bones of reindeer,
cave bear, ox, and mammoth.
In a sinole cavern in Sicily there have been found
3
the bones of no less than two thousand hippopotamuses.
Predmost, K c ravia, was an ideal olace for the hunter
because it was situated on one of the game routes of
Pre-hisioric Europe. There a group of perhaps a hundred
established themselves and earned the title of ''(\ ammo f h
Hunters". Alono this route, as the rigours of winter
sei" in, great herds of game were compelled to trek
southward, It was one of the few routes open to them
and |eH directly oast the limestone shelters of Predmost.
In the late sor i no and early su mm er when the return
trek set in, and w hen herds of ma mrno th and reindeer,
a ccomp anied by their camp followers, the bear, lion, and
1. i. S. Foster, on. cif., p. I Go.
2 . Ibid., p . | 09
.
3. James Henry D reasted, on, cit., n. 17.

I 3
wolf left the plains of the Danube and the central plains
ot l.oravia, the Predrnost lane again became a hunter's
I
oaradi se."
Soon after P r e dmo s t-Combe Capel le man arrived in
Europe a new industry appeared in the east, gradual ly
spreading northwestwards and driving Aurignacian man
into Spain where he came in contact with the Capsian
c u I t u r e .
So I u t rean Man
Peake fixes the time of this new invasion of
2
Europe as rather before 10,000 B.C. The invaders before
whom Aurignacean man fled came into turope from \hz east
in the wake of the hoofed animals of the stepoe, bring-
ing with them their culture, celled Solutrean after
Solutre near Mac on in Rurgundy. It is suspected that
this new group were of the same tyoe as the men of
Combe Capel le. Peake believes that they were an active,
vioorous people, accustomed to hunting on foot the fleet
inhabitants of the steppe.
It is the opinion of both Brew 1 1 and Obermaier
3
that the Solutrean epoch was not of long duration. ith
the increasinn coM accompanying the first instance of
the triple glaciers, siill known, for convenience, as
the ^ u h I
,
andjwith the increasing dampness which acc omp a n i e
1. H.F. Cleland, !lOn r Prehistoric Ancestors", pp. 27-28.
2. H. Peake and Johra Herbert F leu re, 00. cit., Vol. II,
p. 138.
? . r >. o r g e G r a n t MacCu r dy , on , cit., Vol. II, p . 181.

I 4
the movinn north from the Sahara of the storn zone,
conditions in Europe began to chanqe. "The grassy
steppes began to nive way nra^na I ly to pine forests,
which sp rear! nor rh -west wards over curope fr m the
Caucasus: the hoofed animals for the most part ret re cit-
ed to Asia, whence they had come, and many of the Solu-
frean hunters followed them. 'hose who were left, mixed
doubtless with such Aurignacians as had remained,
lingered on in southern France, \ith an industry known
as I loner So I u t r e a n . . . .A s the first Buhl oh.se came to
an end about 9500 B.C., the Upper Solutrean remnant seerns
to have diminished in number and importance, and the
I
people from the north Spanish caves, 1 ' who had been in
contact with the C a psian culture of Spain, returned to
their oM haunts introducing the culture known as Magdal-
enian from the cave of La Madeleine in rhe Dordogne,
where if was first discovered.
e have no evidence to show that the d i e, t of the
Solutrean men differed g re a My from that of the
Au ripnacians.
Capsian Man
The Capsians who had arrived in Sp a i n about 11,000
B.C. were hunters knowing nothing of potter y or agri-
culture. There was at that time in Spain the remains of
a cold fauna, rhinoceros, moose and reindeer of the tundra,
1. Harold Peake and |ohn Herbert Figure, op. cit., p. 142.
2. Ibid., p. 139.

I 5
chamois, and ibex of the Alps, still s upp I erne n t i n g the
indigenous deer, ox, horse an el bison. The paintings
t rom different sites show drav/inos of bison. Ihe
majority/of anthropoloqists see behind these naintinas
/
a religious motive. If this be so and. the main idea of
drawing a bison is to express the wish that there be
many bisons, then arnono Gapsian men in tast Spain the
I
great wish all through ti as for goc ! huntino.
The exploration of a Capsian kitchen midden in
Algeria shows that snails provided one of the main
2
sources of food. Since game was abundant in Spain it
is doubtful if the Capsians there resorted to this form
of nourishment.
In Palestine in the Shukbah cave scattered through
the Capsian strata there are certain pieces of bone
v/hich leave no doubt that they were intentionally cut
a n H fractured while still fresh. Keith states thai"
there is a square piece cut from the forehead, nearly
as large as the palm of the hand w hich includes the
root of the nose, the inner parts of the roots of the
orbits and ascends as far as the upper limit of the fron
eminences. At each side of the fragment there is the
mark of a share cut and there are marks of the blows
which separated it above and below. 'he removal of
such a windo made the brain accessible. although the
1. Geoffrey Parsons, ''The Stream of History'', p. 109.
2. Sir Arthur Keith, "New Oiscove ies 1 ', p. 213.

I 6
removal of the brain may have been a p rt of a ''eath
ritual, it certainly looks as it the Shukbah people
Hid not restrict their dietary to the four-tooted
I
animals of the J u dean Hills. There is no - evidence that
this custom nrevailed in Spain.
Ma g da ( en I an [ an
Those of the Auripnacians who had fled to northern
Spain and h a r! been livinn in the caves there beyond
the reach of the Solutreans had been developing a new
culture. Since flint was scarce in their new abodes
they depended less upon this as a raw material than
upon bone, out of which they fashioned many new types
of implements. ^ 1 though they brought with them to
I
France new implements their food habits were not changed
as a result of their contact with Capsian man.
During the Lower and Middle i^agdalenian period game
was abundant. here were the mammoth and wool I y rhino-
ceros, gradually the reindeer and horse super-seded
them. to a lesser degree there were the saiga antelope,
chamois, rnusk ox, glutton, arric fox and lemrnino. ^mong
the small animals there were the badger, c orr.mo n weasel,
otter, artic hare, tailless hare, w hite grouse, A f p t fi
«
ptarmigan, common house mouse, field mouse and marmot
(woodchuck)
.
The third Buhl ohase brought the prosperity of
I . Ibid., P p . 209-210.

I 7
the Middle Mag da I eh Ian period to a close, Game became
scarce and in rhe scrubby oak forest it was difficult
to follow the deer. The people turned to fish inn i
inventing the harpoon anH from the antlers of the rein-
deer making fish hooks. "The streams probably swarmed
with fish, and the salmon was probably as abundant throuph-
I
out northern hurooe as in Scandinavia to-day."
At the end of the third Buhl phase there was a
resumption of H rier and more temperate conditions, but
the excessive rainfall had converted the loess deposited
in t h e decline of the Buhl pi ac i a Hon into loam, which
was favorable to the encroachment of the forests on
the previous plains. The withdrawal of the cold fauna,
therefore, failed to give succession to steppe species
and the forest and meadow fauna had not yet arrived.
The retreat of the reindeer was a severe blow to the
fishino industry, withdrawing as it did the supply of
antler out of which the harpoon had been gradually
perfected. The Magdalen fans turned from hunters into
fishers and hence gradually into shore frequenting tribes
who lived mainly on shell fish, althouah Hihey hunted
2
anything they could find. According to Peake the
Late f-.'aada I en i a n phase came to an end about 650© B.C.
The count r" seems to have support ed a s tn alleranc
1. John M. Tyler, op. cit., p. 33.
2. Harold Peake and Hohn Herbert Fleure, oo, cit., V;l.
II. p. 144.

decreasing population. The men of the Of d Stone Ane
had always been hunters, accustomed and well adapted to
the life and conditions of tundra and steppe. "The chang
were not in their favor or to their liking, fvany
probably left France and Germany. Those who remained
deserted the r oc k - s h e I t e r s and cave mou t h s , . . . . s h e I f e
r
was less needed. fcteh dwelt more in the open, and fewer
I
records of their presence were preserved."
Factors Conditioning Food Habits of
Paleolithic Man
All t h r o u a h the Paleolithic oeriod man is seen to
have been influenced in his food habits first, by the
geographic conditions which determined the animals and
plants which were indigenous to the country in v/hich he
lived; secondly, by the weapons and snares which contri-
buted to his hunt inn lore; and, thirdly, by the use of
fire and his knowledge of cooking utensils and processes.
Climate a Conditioning Factor
The climate v a r i e ' : with the advance and retreat of
the glaciers. In the periods of arctic cold there was
the huge woolly elephant with shaggy hair two feet long,
the musk ox, the reindeer, the woolly rhinoceros, the
horse, the bison (ancestor of the buffalo), and the
I. lohn M. Tvler, oo. cit., p. 33.
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bear. On the tundra there grew in the v.- inter mosses and
lichens, while, in the short arctic su mm er there may have
been Handel ion, sorrel and some little bulbous plants
to help teed mankind. "in the Atlantic region it seems
I
likely that the blackbeery was beginnina to spread."
Hurinp the moist, warm intervals, "In the shadow of the
lofty primeval forests which fringed the streams and
clothed the w i plains, the ponderous hippopotamus
wallowed along the shores of the European rivers. The
fierce rhinoceros, with a horn three feet in length,
charged through the heavy tropical growth on their
banks... ,f. y r i a r's of bison and viM horses grazed on the
uplands a n r! the broken glades sheltered numerous herds
2 u :. i. •
!
of deer."
In the Upper Paleolithic period the change of climat
affected the hunting. Not until that tine had man
paid much attention to the fish that swarmed in the
streams near which he lived. ihen there occurred what
Thomas would call a crisis experience and out of this
there came the harpoon and the fish hook. Geographic
conditions led to a change from meat to fish as the
main staple of the diet and the change was more fully
accomplished in the Kesolithic A n e •
The warm climate also a d de d to the vegetable foods,
but the lack of oottery was a conditioning factor in
their use. As long as man lived by hunting he obtained
1. Harold Peake and John Herbert Fleure, op. cit., p. 34
2 . J . H . Breasted, Ibid., op. 6-7 .

mo s t of the b t ohoq ! c a I I y active principles
and mineral matter) of vegetable food in an
manner--by feeding upon t h e bodies of plant
mals which stored these principles in their
organs .
' eapons a Conditioning Factor
If we go back far enough in the history of man we
find that he possessed nothing but his bare hands with
which to protect himself and satisfy his hunger. In
the absence of weapons for attacking large animals the
first men may have been glad to pounce upon insects,
frogs, snakes and lizards as do the Rush man and the
Vedda. With grubs, eggs and other edible products,
especially those afforded by wild plants they may have
eked out an existence made exciting by the occasional
killing of a large animal.
Neanderthal man and the Upper Paleolithic men evi-
dently knew the use of pits and traps for it is unlikely
that without such devices they could have killed the
huge animals upon which they and their families feasted.
Once the animal had stumbled or been inveigled info the
trap, he was dispatched by means of the wooden club,
hand axe, or t'^e wooden throwing stick tipped with stone.
The bow and arrow were not invented until Neolithic times.
His hunting technique was evidently sufficiently success-
ful to provide all the large game which he needed for
food, for the bones of small animals, such as lizards,
( v i t am i n s
i n d i r e c t
eating an i
-
glandular
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and frons, are absent from his cultural remains.
ith the object of the hunt accomplished, t h >-; success-
fuljhunter returned homeward, Among the deposits have
been found the bone whistle with which he announced his
comina to the hungry family wa i t i no near the cave. At
the s ou n d of the w h i s t 1 e the women and children who
were i n the cave o r off i n the nearby woods gathering
be r r i e s
,
s e e ^s , n u t s and tender s hoot s
,
hastened to the
c amp t i re to make r e ady for the c-oo k i n g of the game.
1 n M a g d a 1 en i a n times the f i s h - h o o k and the harpoon
e n a b 1 ed the p eop 1 e to rep lace w ith fish the meat which
was f a s t d i s app e a r i na from thei r feasts , a n d to s upp 1 e-
me n t the she 1 1 -f i sh which were taking i t s place.
F T r o r\ n rlf i i v ci 1 1 * j I It e n s i 1 s Con d i t i on i n a Factors
Pro ba b 1 y the u s e of fire w as known even earlier
than Ach e u 1 i a n t i me s . Ma cCu r dy states that it was not
until Au riqnacian t i me s
,
1
h ow e v e r, that primitive man
knew h ow to k i nd| e it.
WH i 1 e the h u n t e r res te-S h is share in providing
the meal accomp 1
i
sh ed, th e wome n a n r| t h e younger members
of th e f ami 1 y may h ave te n de d t o the cooking of the
a n i m a 1 . We may a et s ome i d e a o t ho w t h is was- done by
notino the methods in use among recent and modern p rimi-
live peoples. The T a sman i an s , the people whom the
English found on the island of Tasmania a century or
George Grant 'ViacCu r dy
,
op, cit., Vol. II, p. 136.
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so ago, simply threw the animals and birds upon a wood
fire. This singer! the hair and feathers and half cooked
the carcass. Then the bodies were cut apart with stone
knives and gutted and the cooking finished off by spitting
the joints on sticks, and toasting over the fire. Ashes
were sometimes used as season inn in default of salt.
hen cooking by boiling was introduced fhey expressed
their disapproval of a method which producer) such unpal-
I
atable results.
Darwin tells us that in the Falkland islands a
large circular piece of flesh is cut out of the back
of the animal, the skin is left attached an^ it is roasted
on the embers with the hide downwards and in the form
2
of a saucer, so that none of the gravy is lost.
If we consider that the discovery of the value of
fire for the preparation of food may have followed the
finding of an animal roasted by a forest fire, or the
accidental cooking of an animal tossed too near the
family hearth, it is probably that the transition would
be from the unintentional to the intentional use of the
same or a very similar method of cooking. The roasting
or grilling process might be in use tor many years
before the art of boil in o or steaming was discovered.
In the Upper Paleolithic period the carcass may
have been buried in a pit and cooked by a process still
1. W. J • Sol las, op. cit., p. 93.
2. M< and C.H.R. Quennell, "Everyday Life in the Old
Stone Age", op. 60-61.
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in use hy the natives of Australia. "They A i p a hole in
the ground, fill it with stones, liqht a fire, rake out
the ashes, and put the food to be cooked between the hot
stones. Some damp prass or leaves are then place' 1 on top,
anH the whole is covered with a sprinkling of earfh. The
steam generate^ by the heat is thus confined, and the food
I
is ready to be eaten in a few hours.' Darwin describes a
meal cooked by the Tahitians. A Tahitlan ''having made a
small fire of sticks, pi a c e d a score of stones, of about
the size of cricket balls, on the burning wood, In about
ten minutes, the sticks were consumed, and the stones hot.
They had previously folded up in small parcels of leaves,
pieces of beef, fish, ripe and unripe bananas, and the tops
of the wild arum. These green parcels were laM in a layer
between two layers of hot stones, and the whole then covere
up with earth, so that no smoke or steam could escape. In
about a auarter of an hour, the whole \-i s most deliciously
2
cooke d .
"
3
Elliot calls attention to certain stones found in some
caves which seem to have been used as pot boilers. He
suggests that a hollow may have been dug in a cave or
near it, a skin place d over the hollow and filled with
the flesh an^ water. Then stones heated red-hot in the
fire were dropped into the water so as . to makt ; i t bol I •
This is uncertain not only because the theory involves the
use of somethinp in which water could be carried, for,
1. Sir D'Arcy Power, op. cit., pp. 30-31.
2 . M . a n d C «H . B • Qu e n n e I I , op . cit., p . I / 0
.
3. n.F; Scott Elliot, op. cit., p. 147.
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of course, this cou I ^ be Hone in skins, but because it
would require more time than a hungry hunter and his family
wou I H want to Hevote to the preparation of the meal, ihe
boilinq nrocess requires a longer time than the roast inn,
nrillinn, or steaming method, anH Hoes not in the enH renHer
the meat as palatable. N Q reover, if is not the usual form
of cooking amongst those races which I ive in the same way
now. The stones to which he refers may have been used for
s t e am i n q .
The lack of a kettle eliminates the use of that
nutritious adjunct to the diet known as pot ticker, but
it Hoes not necessarily mean-that vegetables were not
cooked. The Tasmanians cooked by broiling, several kind's
of plants--the younn shoots of ferns, roots of bulrush,
the ripe fruit of the kangaroo apple, a funqus with a
truffle-like prowth, an^ sea- wrack. We have no way of
beinq sure that these sevaoes reproduced the I ife of earl ier
times since they may have been arrester! or degenerate types,
or they may have been more highly developed than pre-historic
man. Their way of livino can however, suggest to us possible
ways of til lino in the gaps in our knowledge of pre-historic
man.
The lack of pottery jars, jugs and dishes would
influence the storing of food. (\ eat could be kept by
hanging it in strips, but with no containers other t h an
leaves or grasses in which the food might be wrapped, it
is probable that everyone rallied round and finisheH up
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the animal without a thought tor the niorrow,
The remains ot what appears to be a drinkinr cup
maHe trorn a leg bone ot the rhinoceros was found at
I
laubach near V7 e imar in the fv ouster ian level ot the cave.
Abbe Rreuil believes that deer skulls served as drink in g
vessels. Fingers and sticks were probably the principal
utensils. K n ives were in use, but spoons were nor needed
until tood came to be cooked in a kettle, a n ^ torks are
quite a modern invention.
Dietetic Significance ot the Food Habits
ot the Primitive Hunters
As long as the supply ot fish and game remained
plentiful, vegetable food probably occupied a minor
place in the cj i e t of prehistoric man. Until agriculture
was practised "such seed as were produced were borne
on isolated and scattered stems and were difficult to
harvest in appreciable quantities. One exception was
the wild rice which grew in the v/ater and was protected
2
to some extent from animals." .ice was harvested from
early Ne olithic times in oar is ot Asia anH in s ome o f
the Northern States of America. However, in Lu rope
there is little reason to suppose thai fruits, cereal
grains, nuts an^ vegetables formed a large p rooor i i on of
the diet until the discovery of aoriculture.
I . Ibid., p. 146.
2. EW« McCo | | urn and N. Simmonds, "The Newer Knowledge
of Nutrition 1 ', pp. 433-434.
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It is likely that the Paleolithic hunters, an' 1 f I s h e r s
ate every part ot the animal as do the Eskimos. It we
Ho not make this assumption it is difficult to account
tor those vitamins and minerals which are essential tor
health. The Eskimos, a modern hunting and -fishing race,
eat the entire animal, "even the contents ot the stomach;
the blood is boiled, and makes a rich brown "soup, greatly
esteemed as a dainty; sometimes the h a I t - d i g e s t e d tood
f r orn the stomach is mixed with the b I o o d b e t o r e toiling--
a we I come addition in a re g ion where plants edible by
man are scarce or alto- get her absent. The marrow is
extracted trom the bones, which are then pounded smal
I
I
and the fat boiled out." It is only rarely that the
2
tskimos eat the native plants.
It was demonstrated when Sfetansson was on the
all meat diet tor the American Meat Packers' Association
that the diet was in reality a high fat rather than a
high protein diet. Such a diet supplies an ample amount
of fuel food, the fuel comino from fat rather than from
carbohydrate. The fat of the tissues is supplemented
by far from bone marrow. /snimal protein is a complete
protein containing all ot the amino acids necessary
for buTiding and Maintaining muscle. ihe nutritive
shortaaes wou I ^ ^e evident chiefly among the minerals
and vitamins.
1. '.!. So I I a s
,
op. cit., p. 495.
2. E.Vg McCollum and N. Simrnonds, op. cit., p. 440.
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It would seem as if the phosphorous were usually
more than adequate, because of the large consumption of
muscle meat; but the calcium would be extremely low for
the same reason, thus throwing the calcium-phosphorous
balance off and working to the detriment of the bones
and teeth. The calcium requirement per day for a
pregnant or lactatino woman is I gram, the phosphorous,
1.32 grams. In a country in which there are domesticate^
animals one quart of milk per day is considered the best
source of calcium--it will furnish the I gram. /v eat is
markedly deficient in calcium. Shell-fish are a b « t t e r
source of calcium than is meat, but it is only in the
upper part of the Paleolithic r eriod that shell-fish
occupied a prominent place in the diet. It is difficult
to account for an adequate supply of calcium unless one
considers that the primitive women like the women of the
Akikuyu, an African tribe, may have had a special weak-
ness for green leaves and red millet. Orr and Gil I is
found that "the leaves eaten by the women were very
rich in certain minerals, the percentage of calcium in
some being higher than that previously recorded in any
natural foodstuffs. Some of the edible earths were
very rich in iron, and one special delicacy, a red
millet, which is eaten before and after childbirth,
contained fourteen times as much, calcium a n H sixteen
I
times as much manganese as ordinary millet,, 1 ' Vitamins
I. "Boston Transcript", July 1ST, 1931, Section I, p. 2.
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C a n ^ D are believed to be necessary to fuse the calcium
and other elements into healthy bones.
It is nrobable thai" the mothers nursed their child-
ren until they were tour or five ye^rs oM and the muscles
of the heavy jaws had developed sufficiently to allow
the tearing and grinding of the meat. During the later
part of this period the milk may have been a supplement
to the pre-chewed diet of the family. tskimo mothers
chew the food for their you no children and feed it to
them from their own mouths. Those children who had
direct access to the family food supply at a tender age
would be likely to succumb to a stomach or an intestinal
d i s o r de r .
The consistency and nutritive content of the prim-
itive diet made it unsuitable for infant and child feed-
ing. This factor combined with the food shortages
occurring when the animals upon which men of the Old
Stone Age -fed became scarce, either because of unfavor-
able climatic conditions, or because of disease, and
the exigencies of the life made for a hi^h infant mo r t a I -
ity rate. :, Few of the many children born-. ...grew to
maturity as is shown by the sparse population of turope,
....a population which probably con s i s ted of not more
than a few thousand souls. Mb r e o v e r , man's life was
short in those days and anyone who attained an age of
I
forty-five was very old."
I. H.F. CI el and, op. cit., p. 337.
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Evidences which noint to a vitamin and mineral
deficiency are f oun^ in the jaws of the fossil races.
Teeth are one of the first, if not the first, part of
the body to He affected by a deficiency of Vitamin C.
At the Kraoina remains "the teeth provided examples of
the fusion and even of the absorption of the roots of
the molars: those of one jaw have been diaqnosed as
I
affected with three distinct forms of dental disease."
The Weimar lower jaw bears distinct evidence of pyorrhea
2
alveolaris. "The man of La Ch ape I I e-au x-Sa i n t s had
lost many teeth prior to his c\'\s<zasz. The losses might
have been due wholly to pyorrhea alveolaris, but it woul
be rash to assume that because the only two teeth still
in situ, are sound, none of the other thirty had suffere
3
from caries."' At La Quina the skeleton of a woman
about 25 years old has been found. "The teeth are well
preserved and relatively large. A deposit of tartar,
although not abundant, is found principally about the
necks of the molars. Traces of the habitual use of a
tooth pick were found between the first and second molar
Tartar is a combination of line with one of the proteins
of the blood. It is thought to be due to an unbalanced
metabolism. Rhodes i an man "had suffere' severely from
dental caries and, we cannot doubt, from the pangs of
1. T.S. Foster, op. cit., p. 87.
2. George Grant MacCurdy, op, cit., &6f. I, p. 344.
3. Ibid., p. 374.
4. Ibid., pp. 363-364.
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tooth a c h e • • . •0 f the sixteen teeth set on the upper jaw,
ten are affected with this disorder. The remain inn six,
Including in this <i) r o u p the missing incisor, are worn,
but free from disease. At the roois of the molar and
I
other teeth, abscesses have formed and broken."
It is oossible that the vitamin C and D content of
the diet varied with the climate. In a warm climate
tender preen shoots, fruits and vegetables act as a
source of vitamin C and D. There would be a lack of
these in the ("old Mo usteri an p e r i o < 1 to which belong most
of the jaws which we have discussed. During the warm
summer months the ergosterol of the skin would absorb
the ultra violet energy of the sun and transform it
into bone forming vitamin D«
The other vitamins, vitamin A, the B complex and E
would be Supplied by the fatty tissues (A and E), the
glandular organs, such as the liver and kidney (A and B),
the muscle meat (B and E), and green leaves (A,B, and
E ) .
If roastinq were the method of cooking used, it
would seal in the juices and from those the iron ratios
could be drawn. Iron I r on the blood a rvd liver of the
animal, from green shoots, from leaves, from nuts, and
from fruits would suprlement this source.
In the cold periods it is likely thai" there was
a lack of cellulose in the diet and that primitive man
was often groggy after his feast. If is probably true
I. Sir Arthur Keith, "The Antiquity of Man", p. 400.
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as Power Suggests that there was; no tixe^ 1 time tor
eating until man h a <^ become civilize' 1 : tor lono apes
each would take his tooH when he telt incline^, qorgln
when it was Dlentitul a n H starvinq when there was none
to be h a H . The time involve A in hunting the animal,
bringing it home and cooking it wouM cause any ta m i I y
meal to be in the tare atternoon or evening.
Sir D'Arcy Power, op. cit., p. 31
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Food Supply of Kesolithic fan
Azilian Ma
n
I
Soon after 7000 B.C* a new industry known as Late
Caps lan appeared in Spain. An advance ouard of the in-
vaders amalgamated with a remnant of the Magdafenian
folk in Cantahrla, and jointly they developed rhc Lower
Azilian culture. Later, before 6000 B.C., another wave
entered France to the east of the Pyrenees and proceeded
across that country, introducing there the Ta rdeno i s i an
culture. These invaders picked up elements of Lower
Mzilian culture and combined it with their own. Thus
an Azilian-Tardenoisian culture spread over the greater
part of Europe, more Azilian in the west and by the sea,
but more Tardenoisian eastwards and inland. Evidences
of both cultures are found in Great Britain.
Followinc the su'Jrlen change of temperature at the
end of the Paleolithic period, the climate became more
like that of to-day and the fauna were not unlike our
own, except that, until the arrival of the Neolithic
peocles, there were no domesticated animals except,
possibly, the r, oe. Mis bones are foun^' in both Spain
and Denmark, but they may be' the bones of a dog toler-
ated as a scavenger and not those of the family friend.
During the whole of the Kesolithic, "from 6500 to
I. H. Peake and J.H. F leu re, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 145,
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5500 R.C., the various people were leading a hard exis-
tence, those v/ith the more Azilian type ot culture
I ivinq sometimes in caves, hut more often by the banks
I
ot lakes anH rivers, or by the sea-shore." The remains
of these people foun- 1 at Mas D'Azil "show that they teH
larpely on shell-fish, a n r' that vegetable too-" 1 formed
an important item of their Hiet, for remains of acorns,
haws, sloes, hazel-nuts, chestnuts, cherries, t; I u m s , and
walnuts have been foujid there. m handful of barley seeds
was also founH, which has led to the suggestion that
they cultivated grain; this, however, was most probably
gathered wild. The presence of harpoons shows that
2
they adde^ fish to their d i e 1 0 : ' Some flesh food was
added for there is an abundance of stag bones, but no
reindeer bones: the reindeer disappeared from France
at the en^ of Ma g Ha I en i an times. It was the time of
cattle, horses, and pigs, all however as yet in the
wild state, for the Azilians had not yer learned how
i"o domesticate these animals.
At Asturias, to the south of the Bay of Rise ay,
the s h ell mounts are mainly c omp osed of the shell molluscs.
To the extent of one-seventh of thei. r volume they are
made up of the bones of animals of the forest and of
the meadow, including cat H e, but wi thout trace of the
3
dog
.
I . Ibid., n. 148.
2. Ibid., p. 100.
3. T.S. Foster, op. cit., p. 139.
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Azilian culture is represented in Great Br I t a I n
in the caverns at Oban. There the shell-beds, or
kitchen middens, are c ornp osed ot the shells ot edible
mo Muses, such as oysters, limpets, whelks, periwinkles,
cockles, razor-shells, and scallops, all ot the Largesi
size, as well as big claws ot crabs. There occur to a
lesser extent, the ^ones ot I - r p e sea fish and ot red
deer, roe deer, goat, oig, badger, otter, wildcat, qoat
I
and don. The Hop was of an Asiatic species thai' had
been imported and perhaos domesticated.
Breasted suggests that the jackals from the forest
crept up to gnaw t^e bones along the margin of the
kitchen middens, and, slowly becoming more and more
tamiliar with their human neighbors, at iast remained
by the tireside "to become the loyal companions of man..
These No r d i c s of Oban were a short people but
their brain capacity so greatly exceeded thai of the
modern European that they are to be ranked amongst the
4
great brained varieties of Sapiens now extinct.
Tardenoi s i an Man
The people with the more Tgrdenoisian culture, with
the exception of those at Jvugem, seem to have hunted in
their restricted grounds on the open sandy loess or on
the lime si' one plateaux. At Mug em, on the banks of the
Tagus not tar from Lisbon, the remains of the meals
I. V/.J. Sol I as," op. cit., p. 532.
2« T.S. Foster, op. cit., p. 136.
3. James Henry Breasted, op. cit., pp. 23-24.
4 . T.S. Foster, op . cit., p . 136.
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show us thai' the pec-le f«d unon trf I d Cottle, sheep or
goat, horse, swine, Hon or wolf, an rl several other
smaller animals, though their diet cons i s teH mainly of
shell-fish. It is clear that they neither cultivated
prain nor kept Homes tic^ted animals, except perhaDS the
I
dog
.
Mag I emo s i a n Ma
n
In Henmark, Azilian and Tardenoisian culture are
represented by the I aq I emos i an culture. ihis epoch
antedated even the oldest Danish kitbhen middens. I he
bones of the elk, staci, roebuck, v.<i|d-hoar an^ ! :>os
nrimioenius dominate^. There were no domestic animals
with the possible exception of the dog. Following this
neriod there came the Littorina epoch--the time of
the kitchen middens, or shell mou nds, when the peo<le
of the Bgltic lived chiefly by the sea shore.
<m
Men of the L i t + o r i n a Period
Scandinavian geologists believe that the Littorina
period lasted from before 4,000 B.C. to about 200 B.C.,
when the coast line reached its (present level. during
the first one thousand years the people livinc inland
on the dry open lands supplemented the limited flesh
food w ifh berries, nuts, or roots. to dig up the roots,
it has been suopested, they developed the kind of pick
I. H. Peake and J.H. F leu re, op. c i r
.
, Vol. II. p. 102.
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or hoe known as the Camp inn fan pick, for which He period
is n a rn e o •
Owing to the spreaH of the oak for eat most of the
people were I ivinn hy the shores ot the sea or on the
banks of the lakes or rivers. RarreH from the pursuit
of game bv the channinn geographic conditions, the people
were driven to the sea for food. On the north coast of
Denmark where the sea enters those narrow, deep creeks,
known as tiorHs, there are enormous accnmu I at ir ns t shells
measurino sometimes from 100 to 200 feet in width, as
much as 1 000 f e <? t in length an'"1 with a depth of from 3
to 10 feet. There is found in fchefe heaps an immense
quantity of oyster shells with a m ; n c I inn of those of
scallops, mussel s, periwinkles, and cockles. Bones of
cod, herring, dab, sole and eel show that the fishermen
must have ventured out to sea in dugouts or upon rafts,
and that they must have made lines for fishing in fairly
deep water. °ones of the partridge, swan, ^uck a n d gull
testify to the successful use of the hunters' broad-
edged arrows. There are also the hones of the ingless
auk, n ow extinct.
According to Steensrrup the bones of f h e- stan, ro«
deer, and wild boar make uo 97 percent of all those ot
I
mammals found at Havel se. The bones of the other
mammals found may represent those less favored as food
and killed only in time of famine when storms prevented
I. John M. Tyler, oo . cit., p. 42.
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the pe on \z -from getting shell-fish. There were a few
bones of bear, wolf, beaver, wildcat, otter, porpoise,
seal, marten, lynx, water rat, hedge hoc, f'oa and fox.
"Stones forrainn hearths and bearing marks of fire
occur at various levels in these deposits. Oysters
were roasted in the fire, and bones were heated to
render the marrow more easily removable. No marrow-
bone was was te^: all were broken in a uniform manner
I
and by a single stroke." In the upper layers of the
deposits there v/ere rude kettles of b u r n e a clay w h i c h
contained a few casl"s of grain of wheat. There were
no remains of cultivated plants.
S u mm ary of the Food Habits of Kesolifhic Kan
The f^e s o I i t h i c period saw the c omp I e t i o n of a
change in fooH habits begun in the Kagdalenian age.
The days of profitable hunting were at an end. Driven
to the sea by the conditions which had ruined their
huntino around (see page 17), the people adapted
themselves to the f o o ^ which the sea provided. Those
foods which v/ere I" he mo st easily obtainable --shell-fish
formed the c h i e -! article of diet. Tempted by the large
fish v/ h i c h were g I i mp sed in He see the men venture' ou
in crude dugouts to angle for them. After the inven-
tion of dunouts and rafts the men probably left the les
exciting quest for shell-fish to the wornen. Am on
g
I. George Grant MacCu r dy* , op • c i t . , Vol. II. p. 25.
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the Tasman i ans "The women obtained the shell-fish by
Hiving, using a wooden chisel, made smooth by scraping
with a shell, to displace those, such as the limpets,
I
which live adherent to the rocks." Possibly the
Mesolithic women went after their foo^ J in the same
manner.
The climate was favorable for the growth of fruits,
nuts, grain, and vegetables, all in the w i I < 1 state and
it is possible that these occupied a larger place in the
Hiet than they did durinn Paleolithic times. The d Lc
t
was also v a r i e from tine to time by the addition of
flesh food.
It was toward the close of the i\ ', e sol it hie period
that rough pottery was first used.
D i e t e t i c S i gn i f i c a n c e of the Food Habits of
Kie so If fh I c Kia n
A diet based upon shell- fish represented a peculiar
kind of carnivorous feeding which was very satisfactory.
In such a diet there was little chance for in dividual
likes and dislikes to work to the disadvantage of their
owner, tor it was cstomary to consume the entire animal
except the shell. As fv'cCo I I urn points out, the consumption
of the entire animal 'insures that all the uncharacterized
food substances will 1 e present in the diet, and makes t h e s
supplementary in the sense that they are likely to add
I • W.J. S o I I a s , op . c i r . , p . 94.
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to the diet some principles which it contains in amounts
I
be I o v the op t T mum • "
Shell-fish are a source of carbohydrate as well as
of protein and fat. The hunter had had to depend almost
entirely for his enemy food upon the fat in his diet,
'hen this supply ran low the body used protein as a source
of enerqy. This, however, was an expensive process for
hut bB percent of the protein could be converter into
carbohydrate; the remaining 4 2 percent became waste.
The calcium-phosphorous balance was improved, and
it is orcbable thai' the vitamin content of the diet
was increased for oysters have been found to be a soiree
of vitamins A, the B complex, and C , and clams, and fish
oils are a source of vitamin D. Vegetable f oo d s f r u i t s
,
nuts, and seeds, played an important role in the diet,
and increased its vitamin and mineral content.
•"e may c omp are the diet of the fv'.e solithic peoples
v/ith that of the early Polynesians, a people noted for
their superior physique, v ho lived mainly upon fish.
Even those whose homes were in the interior of the
island c a m e r e o u I a r
I
y to the shore to obtain f
h
e food
supply. I. ! n I e s s this had lone been a staple article of
diet, it seems unlikely that they would have pone to
the trouble of making the long journey overland. f, o s t
inland tribes among other races adapt themselves to a
readily available food supply.
I • E . V . MeCo I I uin and N . Si mmon ds, op. cit., p. 142.
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The shell-mounHs bo Mi on the coast and inlanH have
several levels. In the lowest level there is evidence
that the shell-fish v/ere supplemented by the wild doq,
a powerful and singularly broad-headed variety, and the
mo a , an e n o rrnou s extinct forest-dwelling bird. The
second level indicates a serious decline in the produce
of hunting--the bones of the dog are absent, and those
of the moa have been broken for the extraction of their
marrow. To the supplies of both levels ''it is to be
assumed that the first Polynesians added various other
products of the forest such as fern root, raupo root,
cabbaoe-tree root and shoots, fern-tree frond and pith,
I
wild fruits, lizards and the larvae of beetles."
On the other hand, among the very shortest peoples
in the New World are the Yahgan of the bleak coasts and
islands of Tierra del Fueoo at the southernmost tip of
'South America. The mean stature of 67 adwlt males is
62.2 inches. Those people arc. canoe Indians livinn
2
largely upon fish, and shell-fish, especially mussels.
It is possible that if diet is connected in any way with
stature the adjuncts to the diet of the Polynesians,
made possible by a kind climate account for the difference
in size between these two peoples, both of whom lived
largely upon fish, and shell-fish.
T.S. Foster, op . cit., op. 279-
Lrnest A. Hooton, op. cit., o.
280.
466.
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Food Customs of Neolithic Man
I n t roduc t I on
For thousands of years Paleolithic man was dependent
upon the caprices of nature for game and for the harvest
of wild fruit, berries and seed's of grain. He exercised
his ingenuiry in learning to control fire, and in fashion
ing weapons and traps. His great contribution to civi-
lization was fire. The i mp ortcnt events in the later
history of mankind were the development of pottery and
the domestication of plants and animals. It was in the
Up per Me sollthic period that the first crude pottery was
fash ioned.
The Origin of Agriculture
Just how mankind discovered that if seeds are
planted they will germinate and yield a harvest may
always remain a matter of speculation. Tyler has suggest
that when the woman returned home with her "load of
spoil,' 1 some berries, seeds, and small bulbs doubtless
fell to the ground an'4 escaped her notice. These grew
and flourished in the richer soil around the hut or
she tier, for all the garbage could not have accumulated
in the hut. Some unusually observing woman noticed
this, and protected the plants, or even cultivated them
a lirtle with her digging-stick, and pulled out some of
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the largest smothering weeds. She began to riant a
I
few others, and gradually started a garden."
C I e
I
a n d varies the theory with the suggestion that
where she had spjffed the seeH s or bulbs fhe vear before,
there were many fooH plants the following spring. This
supply in her own door yard encouraged her to pull out
some of the larger weeds and even dig about the plants
with a stick. Her labor being rewarded, she then began
to plant other seeds and gradual ly started a garden.
Cleland also suggests that "an observant man nay
have noticed that barley grew where the ground was
moist and he observed that water had recently covered
the depression where it grew. The idea o c c u r e r ! to him
that he could increase his food-sunply by making a larger
depression for the water to gather in. This he did
and was rewarded by a large crop. Thus artificial
irrigation and aor i cu I tu re were invented and discovered
2
at the same tirne.' !
e know that Neolithic man stored some of the
seeds which he collected. It is logical to suppose
that during the period of storage some of those seeds
wouM sprout. The direct connection between the plant
and the seed may thus have first come to man's notice.
There is a conflict of opinion as to the primitive
horizon upon which agriculture first e rn e r g e d . Am o n g
the orooosed theories of the site of its origin are
those which assume that one sh-ouM look for fhe place
I
. John Tyler, op . c i t
.
, o . V03 .
2. H.F. Cleland, op. cit., 103.
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where it has longest been practised, where the most
favorable conditions tor agriculture exist, an^ where
oriainated the ancestral stocks -from which He cultivat
grains developed. Another set of theories assumes that
agriculture began in arid places where life was hard
and food scarce and developed in the effort to augment
the food supply.
Keith is of the opinion that the discovery of
agriculture was born "in the south-western part of Asia
between the Rlack Sea and the Indian Ocean— and that
the pioneers in this critical movement were neither
black, yellow nor white, but brown folk whose represent
I
atives still survive in the population of Arabia."
Susa, the earliest known neolithic settlement, is in
this area. It has upon stratigraphies I evidence been
''ated to about 18, 000 B.C., (an antic) uity that has been
questioned, but is consistent with the general history
of the Iranian plateau) and- evidence shows that its
population subsisted mainly by hunting, but partly also
2
by the cultivation of wheat.
The race of Sumerians who later occupied adjacent
territory died out nearly 4000 years ago. For them the
First dynasty of Ur, to which the Egyptians traced back
the beginnings of their history, Came at the end of a
period of civilization whose duration was to be reckone
in thousands of years. "in the time of 'i\ enes 1 not onl'
1. Sir Arthur Keith, "New Discoveries", p. 1/1.
2. T.S. Foster, op. cif., p. 154.
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was the cultural lev:l of Mesopotamia tar hiaher than
that of E q y p t , but whereas i h e civilization of hnypt
I
was a novelty, that of Sumer was ancient....' 1
Ma n k i n d when created Hid pq t know of bread for
eatinq or qarments for wearing. The people walked with
limbs on the groun H
,
they ate herbs with their mouths
like sheen, they drank ditch -water/' says a Sumer i an
2
hymn. As oolley points out the description which
scarcely tits i h e Sumeri ans themselves as apostles of
civilization, would apply to the swamp- dwellers whom
the new-comers found upon their arrival and enslaved
to their service. These ww amp dwellers kept cows,
sheep, qoars anH pips; barley was grown and rhe people
ground it in rouoh querns or pounded it in mortars
before making a kind of porridge; fish was a staple
article of too' 1 . "Metal was so rare that t h .:: sickles
for cuttinq barley were made of clay, and because these
broke so quickly or orew blunt and were thrown away we
3
fin^ hundreds of them strewing the ancient sites."
4
Foster also places the centre of a firsi' departure
from the improvidence of savagery towards the intensive
production of barbarism in the "fertile crescent'. He
favors the Phrygian area. There were in this region,
indigenous to trie district, wild grapes, mulberries,
tins, olives, apples, o I u rn s , and cherries, wild wheat,
barley anH millet. "The I a n H on the verge of the forest
1. C. leonard oolley, "The Surnerians", pp. 186-187.
2 . Ibid., p . 13.
3 . I b i d
. , p . 14.
4. T.3. Foster, op. cit., p. 150.
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especially on the shores of lakes and in the deltas
of rivers, was peculiarly favourable to first experiments
in agriculture.... the accumulation of definite harvests
rendered the safeguarding of supplies more urgent and
the Alpines gradually resorted to the construction of
platforms, which could be guarded against the approach
of enemies. Lake Dwellings, such as that at !• a g I emo s e
,
became a form of habit a lion distinctive of the Alpine
I
race first in Phyrgia,then in iroas, later in Caucasia.
If we look for support of the theory that agriculture
began in an a r M place we find that some of the mosl"
ancient cultures known to have practise d agriculture
were located in semi-arid areas. This is true not only
:
'of Egypt and the valley of the Euphrates, but also of
the Americas where the most intense development of agri-
culture occurred in dry sections of Mexico anH the
South American Andes.' 1 The location of these old
civilizations in such dry areas may have been ^uz not
to environment alone but to a com: lex of causes, and the
advanced state of agriculture may have been a result
rather than a cause of the civilization.
If we assume that we may find the site of the
domestication of plants by locating the origin of the
shift from wild species of grains and tubers to domes-
ticated we run into difficulties. It is hard to locate
1 . Ibid., p . 151.
2. Encyclopedia of Social Sciences, Vol. I, p. 572.
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the paren ra I wild species a n r! its habitat because the
domestication process produces so many modifications
in structure that the Identification ot the wild plants
is uncertain. There is still some doubt as to the wild
ancestral form of maize. The prevailing opinion is that
it can be traced to t e o s i n t e , a wild grain growing in
narts of Me x I CO • Wheat is believed to have been derived
from emme r, a kin^ of split w h e a r now very little culti-
vated. The wild form was discovered by Aaronsohn in
1906 on and around Mt ». Herrnon in north Palestine, and
later as far south as Iv'oab in the t r a n s - Jo r da n country.
In 1910 it v/as discovered also in western Persia. The
cultivated form of emmer differs but slightly from the
wild variety, pointing to a conclusion that the develop-
ment of our common varieties of wheat must have consumed
a lonn period of time, and required persistent practise
of selection.
It h a s been noted that wild e mm er is always found
growinG to- g ether with w i I H barley, which is common in
western Asia. The two were no doubt used to-gether as
food for early man w h i I e they were in the riid state
and domesticated to-gether. An examination of the conten
of the s torn a c hs of the earliest Egyptian mumm i e s show
that all of them contain grains of barley, v/hile ten per-
I
cent of them also contained millet. Breasted calls
I. J. H. breasted, "The Origins of Civilization", Scien-
tific Monthly, Oct. 1919. p. 314.
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attention to the tact that the husks of barley are much
more difficult to detach frc rn the kernel than those of
v/heat or emmer, consequently though v/heat and emmer do
not carry husks with them into bread, the husks appear,
nevertheless, in the earliest Egyptian communities.
The finding of the parent forms of wheat and barley
in western Asia? the evidence of the cultivation of
wheat at Susa, possibly around 18,000 B.C.; and the
knowledge of the favorable geographic conditions known
to have existed upon the Iranian plateaux seem to favor
the suggestion that agriculture was born in the south-
western part of Asia.
It is possible that the first steps in agriculture
were not taken with grain but with one of the tuber
vegetables. Roots and tubers are more conspicuous than
the smaller grains and are abundant everywhere. They
would have been likely to attract the attention of
I
"collectors". Mr. A.C. Gregory explains that the west
Australians re-insert the heads of the wild yams which
they dia up, so as to be sure of a future crop. Beyond
this they do absolutely nothing that may be consrrued
as a step in the direction of cultivating these plants
for their use. as Thomas says, "This step towards
cultivation among savages is the earliest of which we
have ' any knowledge, but it can hardjy be considered
2
to be the first step." Mason traces the evolution of
1. '/.I. Thomas, "Source Book for Social Origins' 1
, p. 109.
2. Ibid., p. 109.
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primitive agriculture, first from seeking after vegetable
to movino near them, weeding them out, sowing, culti-
vating them by hand, and finally the use of farm animals
'hether agriculture orininated in either Central or
Southwestern Asia it is certain that a knowledge of it
was carried into Africa at an early Hate, fat , Leakey
considers that the pottery and stone bowls found at the
Elmenteita site on the east coast of Africa are evidence
that the ancient occupants were already agriculturists.
2
He sets the date of this period at 12,000 years.
Agriculture was practised in Egypt at least 5000
years before the Christian era began. It is possible
that the knowledge of its rude beginnings may have sprea
up the Nile into equatorial Africa before it spread
westwards to Europe, but even if this is admitted it is
difficult to suppose that the culture in the iHff Valley
was ahead of that of pre dynastic Egypt.
As for Europe, agriculture could have traveled
over the same road by which the great African mammals
migrated from Africa to Eurooe for it was unquestionably
still open when the N ile dwellers first began to culti-
vate fields of grain and breed herds of cattle. 'It is
no accident that the earliest grains of the S v» i s s Lake
Ow ellers were barley, e mm er and millet, just as in the
Nile valley. e have only to look at the dissemination
1. 0*T. Nason, Woman's Share in Primitive Culture", p.
2. Sir Arthur Ke.it fa* "New Discoveries' 1
, p. 170.
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of rnaize culture in North America from a Central American
center to see how easy an*-' inevitable such dispersion is.
The oriain of agriculture in the nev/ world is
thought to have been in Peru. The maize and manioc
cultures of the Americas lend support to the comment of
Tyler that, 'Useful food plants furnishing large amounts
of fooH are to be found 1 rn all continents, and differ
markedly in different soils and cli m atic zones. Hence
even the beginnings of agriculture were probably not
confined to any one reqion, bat were widespread, man i-
2
fold, and independent.' 1
Agriculture is linked with many other culture traits
It is dependent upon the digging stick (a substitute for
the finger), the spade and hoe (substitutes for the
hand), the plow (a substitute for the foot], and the
wheel, hence, in the final analysis it is a cooperative
effort in which many must have engaged.
Domestication of Animals
The domestication of animals had its beginnings
upon some far off horizon whose time and place we are
still speculating tipon. T horn as believes that the strong
impulse to companionship which exists in man was respon-
sible for the first effective step towards acquiring
domestic animals and that those animals which were small
and were less likely to make man conscious of his own
1. J.H. Rreasted, "The Origins of Civilization",
Scientific Monthly, Oct. 1919, p. 426.
2. John M« Ty I e r
,
op . c i t .
, p. 105.
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weakness were first chosen.
Evidence points to the don as the first animal to
he ''ome s t i c a t e d . A state of mutual tolerance between
dog and man may have developed during those years when
man was living literally s u r r'o u n de H by the refuse from
his meals. The jackals fro: the nearby forest creeping
up to sniff and gnaw at the bones may have gradual ly
grown mo re f am iliar with human beings finally r em a i n i n g
to occupy that place as the companion of man held by
the modern dog. The cat is associated with ancient
Egyp t
.
The evidence for the possession of those domestic
animals which would alter f hi living habits of man is
not as old as that for agriculture. The bodies from
the earl iest Egyptian cemeteries contain fragments of
bones of mamm als, but there Is no way of provino that
these fragments belonged to domesticated animals. In
the Neolithic lake dwellings of Switzerland at least
six of the seventy soecies of animals found were domes-
ticated, these were the dog, horse, ox, sheep, goat
and pig. It is probable that domesticated animals
were brought from: Africa to Europe over the land bridge
connecting the two continents, in fact, we can actually
trace cattle for some distance on the road from Egypt
to Eu rope .
Monuments reveal the Egyptians as persistently
pracfisino d orn z s t \ C a \ f-o n far dow n in the historic a g e •
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Three of the commonest domestic animals, the donkey,
sheep and cattle are shown on ore-dynastic reliefs to
be Hated not later than the middle of the fourth millen-
nium B.Si Schweinfurth an rl others have demonstrated
that the domesticated donkey of tgypt had its orioinal
home in northeast Africa and was domesticate'' 1 on the
I
Mile. "its wild ancestor, the stepne ass, is still
2
found as far north as the mountains of southern Nubia."
breasted has presented evidence that there are
lonq-horned cattle of African orioin.
"Much inscriptional evidence has shown that the
Egyptians practised the hunting of wild cattle, but a
relief in Benihasan which shows these cattle as spotted
has led to the conclusion that such alleged wiM cattle
were really domestic breeds which had escaped from
captivity and w e r " running wild. The discovery of a
relief of the Pyramid Ape showing a hunting enclosure
filled with game to be brought dow n by the royal arrows,
has effectually disposed of this conclusion. Among the
game entrapped in the enclosure we find a cow, a calf
and a bull, all of a red brown color with a I i g h t e r
saddle. These are unquestionably long-horned wild
cattle, identified by Hilzhener as f'os africanus.
Pleistocene wild cattle have been proven to have existed
in Mlpiers, and this evMence is now supplemented by the
discovery of the fragment of a hea r' of Bos primipenius
in the Mile valley, in the Plei.stocene deposits of the
Fayum. The oresence of the Urus thus demonstrated in
hgypt has led Hilzheimer to recognize the wild cattle in
this hunting scene also as Bos primipenius. In any case
it is totally gratuito o s to identify any longer t h e 3
longhorned cattle of tgypt with an Asiatic species."
The enclosure is itself a long step toward domes-
tication. The same enclosure scene under discussion
above and dafina from the twenty-eighth century B.C.,
has in it deer, gazelle, oryx, addax, and two varieties
1. J. M . °reasted, "Origins of Civil ization", Scientific
Monthly, N0 v . I' 19, p. 416.
2. Ibid., p . 416.
3 . Ibid., P p . 41 6-4 I 8
.
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of goat, (f the leading Egyptian antelopes only the
ibex is lackinn. The Enyptian eviHently learned very
early that by keep) inn these animals in the enclosure
he had available a constant supply of meat on the hoof,
to be drawn upon as occasion demanded. In this way, at
the present tine, the Tschuktch, of northeast Asia
maintain herds of h a I f - dome s t i c a t e d reindeer, which
they use only for food and clothing.
From the enclosure the animals were taken from time
to time to be fattened before being killed. They may
be seen in the tomb reliefs between 3000 and 2500 B.C.,
(the Neolithic Age in Egypt ends at about 3500 B.C.)
along with the long-horned Bps africanus, tied to their
mangers and f eedj ng • The goat, the gazelle, the a^dax
,
the oryx, and the hyena are shown in this setting. Thus
these animals formed a staple source ot the food supply
and are pictured being slaughtered tor food, just as is
done with larger cattle.
The Egyptians succeeded in domesticating the noose
and the wild duck, and in partially dome s t i c a t i n g a
varied list of wild f o w I . T h e barnyard fowl was intro-
duced in the west from the seventh century B.C. onward.
'The production of milk-producing cattle was the
result of long-continued and intelligently directed
selective breeding already completed by 3000 B.C."
In early dairy scenes we see evidence that the cattle
I. George Grant f.'acCurdy, op. ci ., Vol. I, p. 152.
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had not yet become accustomed to the process of having
milk artificially abstracted from them. In all such
scenes the two h i n d leas of I he cow are elaborately
t i e ^ . It is perhaps of significance that the calf is
kept in the vicinity, and its e a pern ess to avail itself
of maternal fdod restricted by another herdsman while
the milkinp process goes on.
The dome stication of animals reacted pow erf wily on
agriculture as it was gradually discerned that the hoe
might be replaced by the ox-drawn plow. The plow is
simply the old prehistoric v/ooden hoe equipped with
necessary modifications. Roth plow and ox tamed to draw
it were received from the Orient by Late Stone Age man.
hile it may have have required several thousand
acres to support a hunter and his fa ni ily, a very few
acres would support the grai n-ra i s i no, c a t f I e - r a i s i n
g
Neolithic family. as un^er favorable conditions the
pooulation of fertile valleys increased in numbers and
density, they must have exerted an influence on surround-
ing countries. "Such a diffusion as that which carried
Central American culture traits northward and south-
ward until they oenetrated far across both N0 rth and
I
South America must inevitably have taken place." The
influence of the Nile Valley could have spread to Europe
because the elevation of land which made England a part
of the neiphborinq continent, and joined Lurope likewise
I. J.' 1 . Breasted, "O rig ins of Civilization', Scientific
Monthly, N n v. 1919, pp. 425-426.
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to ihe mainland of Africa through Italy and Spain continued
far Hown into the Neolithic A n e.
Thus at an early time the Neolithic peoples of
southern a n ^ central hurope were able to make the trans-
ition from a bunting life to that oi settled communities
tollowinc agriculture and cattle-breeding. The Neolithic
life of hurope is preserver! to us in the r em ains of the-
Swiss lake Vi I lanes and the terramare settlements of the
Po valley.
Food Supply of the Sw i s s Lake Dwellers
In Europe the life of the Neolithic Age is repre-
sented in the remains of the lake dwellers. Although the
remains are by no means as well preserved elsewhere,
there is good reason to believe that this civilization
of the Swiss lakes and the Po valley was widespread over
hu rope in Ihe centuries before 2000 B.C.
Robenhausen, one of the most famous of the lake
dw el linns is in the small desiccated Lake Pt'akkikon,
canton of Zurich. Discovered in I 8 S 8 , it is situated
about 1.9 miles from the shore with which it was connected
by means of a bridge. The entire settlement covers an
area of about 25 acres, and consists of three super-
imposed deposits, alternating with sterile layers (peat),
all dating from the Neolithic period. Evidence shows that
the first and second villages had been burned success-
ively, while the last had simply been abandoned. The *
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remains of the first settlement contain stone imple-
ments, bones, potsherds, anH artifacts marie of VQod
and horn. The remains of wild animals are more numerous
than those of domesticated. The second settlement shows
that the people posses sed pottery vessels, roughly made
without the use of the potter's wheel and unevenly
burned without an oven, but useful vessels, nevertheless
The bones of wiM and d orr, esticated animals occur in a'ou
equal numbers , In the t h i r - 1 settlement we have evi-
dence that both agriculture and the dome s t i c a t i o n of
animals were widely practiced. The bones of domes-
ticated animals predominate and the mud has preserved
for us I" he fruits, arains, seeds, nt)ts and vegetables
which the people used. On the lake bottom under the
vanished lake-village of Wangen, excavators have found
a hundred bushels of qrain.
The pile Hweller lived in a comfortable shelter,
furnished with plentiful wooden furniture and implements
He had wooden pitchers and spoons, besides pottery
'"Hshes a n ^ jars. A food supply was i mm ediately avail-
able for the waters u n d e r his house teamed w i t h fish.
These he could catch by lifting a trap door in his floor
and dropping through a bone hook, or a net, which the
possession of flax enabled him to make. The supply of
fish was augment e d by w i I d a n i m als such as the bison,
elk, stag, bear, wild pig, wild cattle, fox, and smaller
animals. "Rones of the stag and ox are very numerous
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and equal those of all others t o-g e t h e r . . . • A I t o-g e t h e r
about 70 species ot animals have been discoverer]. Of
these 10 are fish, 4 reo tiles, 26 birds, and 30 mammals,
I
of which 6 were probably domesticated." According to
Cleland "the pile- dw el lino deposits yield remains of
two varieties of oiq,....the goat, and sheep, three
varieties of cattle, ....and the Hon, No trace of the
domestic cat has come to lioht in Europe. The discovery
of a churn dash, and pierced pottery vessels for making
2
curds shows that cows and goats were tractable* • The
bones of the ox, hog and dog are the most numerous.
The horse, the last of the six to be domesticated, is
not found in all of the pile-dwellings.
The pile-dwellers had learned that the wild grasses
on the edge of the forest and shores of the lake could
be artificially aided in their growth. Later they
burned and cleared a p lace on the shore v/here the under-
growth was not too heavy, and broke up the soil with the
stone maul and the deer horn hoe. Then they sowed their
patches of grain. Wh en the soil was e x h a s t e <' they roved
on to new land. Possibly they fertilizer] their land
with ashes. "Some investigators h ave thought that the
lake- dwellers used the manure from their cattle on their
fields, but in most parts of Europe cultivation of The
3
soil was probably crude and superficial." After the
1. John M. TV I e r , op. cit., p. 74.
2. H.F. Cleland, op. cit., p. 107.
3 . John M . Tyler, op . cit., p . I 09
.
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grain -was harvested and threshed, they stored it in
large pot ten- jars in their granaries or in their houses.
The grain was ground with hand mi I line -stones consisting
simply of a large flat stone ot her A rock and an e I ono-
afed grinding stone flattened on one surface. Grinding
the grain seems to have been the work of women for in
r h e a r e a t Ne o lithic necronolis near Wo rms the milling
I
stones are foun^ with female burials. The fact that
ovens were used indicates that bread was an important
Neo lithic food.
As far as we know no leavening agents were used in
mixing the bread so the finished croduct must have
resembled a flat, thick pancake. If the oil of the
beechnut or flax were used in molding it, and if poppy
and caraway seer's were used for flavoring, it may have
been rather good. Cakes are closely related to bread
so they, too, were probably a part of the diet.
Cleland says, "The pile dwellers gathere- all
varieties of edible wild fruits and nuts. Layers of
pressed apple skins, jars full of raspberry seeds,
seeds of straw berries, blackberries, elderberries, cherries,
plums, wiM grapes, crabapples, and carrovay and poppy
seeds show that no palatable fruit or see'' was over-
looked. A layer of hazel nut shells sixteen inches thick
as well as the presence of many acorns and beechnuts
show that these nutritions foods were kept for use. No
I. George Grant MacCu r dy , op. cit., Vol. II, p. 155.
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doubt they gathered wild honey and user) it tor sweet-
I
enino their t o o d . 1
Mud otters conditions tor the preservation ot sub-
stances which Would under less tavorable conditions
soon tall into decay. From the remains ot the Swiss
Lake Dw e I I i n a s the tollowina list ot toods can be
2
c omp i I e d .
CULTIVATED
drains Fruits Nu t s Vegetables Seeds
heat 3 v a r
.
2ye
Barley 2 var.
Millet 2 var.
App I e s Pea
Lentils
Poppy
CULT I VA T ION 00! IPTFUL
Grape Ws I nu t P a r s n i p
Carrot
P r gwe ed
WILD
Cr a b aon I e
Wild pear
Strawberry
R a sp be r ry
R I ac k be r ry
Sweet cheirry
Dams on p I urn
P I urn
Rl ackthorn
Bi rdthorn
R i r d cherry
Ma h a I eb ch e r ry
h o r t I e be r ry
El de r be r ry
Ac o r n
Beechnut
Hazel nut
v /
a t e r n u t
SI oe
Carroway
1. H.F. Cleland, op. eft., pp. 163-164.2. Geo roe Grant MacCurdy, op. cit., Vol II, op. I 54-1 57.
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It was not until the bronze Aoe that the bean,
cab bane, charlock, s p e I r , chestnut and a species ot
oats (Avena saHva) were used. Onions and turnips are
a product ot the Iron age, in Switzerland.
Food Supoly ot Predynastic and
Old Kingdom Egypt
In Egypt the Neolithic period en'le'1 well betore
3000 R.C.- -probably around 3500 B.C.— instead ot around
2000 R.C. as in western Europe. It is di Hi cult to draw
a circle about this period and say that within this
time certain toods were eaten. Aqriculture and the
domestication ot animals were known in the time ot
Menes around 3400 B.C., "betore whom came darkness and
I
the demi-gods." At the upper end ot the period the
tood customs may be contused with those in voaue in
he Bronze Ane. I have attempted to con tine the diets
and c u s t om s ot ea ing and drinking to the beolithic
Age, nut it is possible that some ot the intormation
may apoly to the Pronze rattier than to the N e o I i \ b I c
period.
The economic foundation of civil i z a v ion in the
old kingdom (Bronze Ane) was agriculture. In fact,
the ancient Egyptians were nicknamed "eaters of bread'',
and to them, as to the Hebrews, bread was synonymous
with food. C n ly three kinds of grain seem to have
I . C . Leonard ' o o I I e y , "The Sumerians", p . 186.
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been cultivated- -spelt, bearded vheat and barley.
According to Herodotus there were parts ot tgyot where
It was unnecessary to use either olouph or hoe; the
seed was scattered upon the rich soil, and tro^^en in
I
by a n i rna I s -- s h e ep , goats, or at a later period p i g s .
It is thought that the grain was sown in October. Spelt
and barley fjpencd in tour months, and wheat in tive
months. Atter the grain was gathered threshing was
accorno I i s he d by driving cattle round and round the
threshing floor. It was then gathered up and stored
until required tor use. Flour was prepared by grinding
grain .between two stones or pounding it in a mortar.
Several kinds of pulse- -peas, beans, and lentils
of two varieties were7, cultivated, and Herodotus tells
us that large s-ims were paid for onions, garlic and
leeks when the pyramids were being built. i here was
also an extensive cultivation of melons, cucumbers,
endive, radishes, lettuce, capers, cu m in, mustard,
coriander, and aniseed. The chief fruits of the Egypt-
ians were figs, pomegranates, mulberries, grapes, olives,
apricots, peaches, melons, pears, plums and dates from
2
the ^um palm.
The breeding and rearing of cattle was everywhere
a part of the farmers' business. Huge droves of cattle
qrazed on those parts of the O^lta which were too wet
for the growth ot qrain. The,y were attended by the
1. George Raw Mn son, "The History ot Aheient Egypt", p.
2. Ibid., p. 55.
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"ma r s hmen 11 . Elsewhere they were raised, partly for
agricultural work, partly tor draught, «nH partly also
tor the table. Veal anH beef, not pork anrl mutton
were the principal meats that appeared on the Egypt! a fi
t a b I e .
Sheep, qoats and pips were also raiserl--the sheep
and pips were seldom used tor food, Hut the qoats were
occasionally sacrificeH, so they were no doubt eaten,
too.- Their milk may have been used as an article ot
tood--it is stated by Birch that the Egyotians drank
milk, but whether the produce ot cov/s or goats, or both,
he Hoes not mention. Once a year each Eoyptian ate
pork, "but otherwise this was regarded as utterly unclean
the swineherds were desoised and disliked: anH pork
I
was a torbidHen tood." Still swine were kepi" on the
farms , either because of their usefulness in treading
in the grain, or because they clearer* land rapidly of
roots and weeds. They may also, "though forbidden by
the ordinances of religion, have been eaten by the lower
classes, who had not much to lose in social rank, were
free from religions prejudice, and found the m e <. t o a I a -
2
table and savory."
The absence oi the Home s t i c fowl was c omp e n s a t e d
for by the multitudes of ducks anH geese, more especially
the latter. Geese were one of the main articles of diet
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in the country, were offered to the gods, and constitute
one of the most valuabl e of farming product s . Pigeons
v/ere also a favorite ar ticle of food.
The predynastic re fise heaps of El Tou kh h a v e
yielded many bones of a nimals which served a s f ood. The
ibex, gazelle, oryx, an t e 1 op e , stag and w i 1 d sh e ep v/ere
certainly hunted by the Eayp tians, and it i s th ou g h t th a
in Northern Egypt it wa s a favorite sport t o ch a s e the
Hippopotamus. We know t li a t many of the w i 1 (j a n i ma 1 s
were kept in enclosures with the c t t 1 e , an d s h e ep which
had been domesticated. In the bodies of t h e P e o 1 e v/ h o
rfra a He the first metal fi sh hooks Or. Netolit
1
z ky t ou n d
abundant remains of fis h .
Food of the: Lower Classes
The lower classes lived largely upon 1 e n t i 1 s
,
lotus
papyrus, and Ihe Nympho e, or Egyptian bean. Tfe e p e a s a n t
collected and dried the seed vessels of the 1 of us, which
they crushed and made i nto cakes that serve d th em f o r
bread. "They also ate the rest of the plan t wh ich was
considered to have a'pl easant taste', and w
2
a s e a t e n
either raw, baked or bo ilea." The oapyrus s e r ved for
Too'' as w k. i i a s p -ap k r . I k \ rwn o r r\ rv I? T I f\ fi c\1 f 1 *o | {J y/ V£ 1 ! ) \J \ | I 1 1 \J f th e p 1 a n t j
to-gether with the root , was considered a d e 1 i c acy , and
was eaten after it had been baked in a clos
3
e v e s s e 1 •
The only fruits which t hey tasted v/ere prob ably d a t e s
1. G. Elliot Smith, op. cir., p. 49.
2. George Raw I in son , op. cit., p. 59.
3. Ibid., p. 58.
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and melons.
Diet of the Priests
Rawlinson states that the food of the priests
"was limited to the flesh of oxen and peese, with wine,
bread, and certain kinds of vegetables. fvutron, pork
and fish, were expressly forbidden thern: and they were
boun"' to abstain from beans, peas, lentils, onions,
garlic, and leeks. It has been conjectured that these
regulations originated in "dietetic motives", and that
'the sanitary rule grew into a religious prohibition;'
but, as this theory fails to account for the larger
number of prohibitions, it is perhaps better to suppose
that what were regarded as the coarser and grosser kinds
of food were considered to be unsuited to the priestly
dignity, and were therefore forbidden. It may be object
that mutton is not coarser than beef; but the Egyptians
may have been of a different opinion; and certainly
mutton was held generally in disestee m among them, and
I
was avoided even when it w 5 s not prohibited."
High Living in the Upper Classes
The upper classes were extremely fond of good
living, as we know from the fact that nearly everyone
suffered from osteo- arthritis. ,/e learn too, f r om the
Bible that the Jews, when they had become an agricultura
I . I b i d .
,
op . 45 1 -452.
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population after their escape from bondage, hankered
I
continual ly "after the flesh pots of Egypt."
Preparations for banquets were bequn some Hays in
advance. Game had to be procure d, entertainers hired,
fresh flowers obtained, and extra help engaged for the
kitchen. Confectionery was prepared, spices pounded,
macron i made, and the larder stored with provisions. On
the appointed day the reception rooms were drrdngzel with
chairs placed in rows, or groups, extra carpets and mats
were strewn about, flowers were put in vases, and the
house prepared for the guests. The guests were met in
the vestibule by slaves of their host, and anointed with
perfumed ointment. Before they entered the room in which
the meal was to be served garlands of lotus were placed
upon their heads so that a single lotus bud, or a full
blown lotus hung down over their foreheads. Sometimes
collars of lotus were h i n g around their necks. Having
received these attentions, rhe guests, ladies and gentle-
men to-nether, passed on to the main apart m e n t where they
were greeted by their host and hostess and invited to
take their seats upon chairs--the couch had not yet become
common. There was usual I y a separate round table for
each person, although the guests sometimes sat io-gether.
The men were waited upon by male slaves, and the women
h y females. ine was served, in a vase to the ladies,
in a ooblet to the men.
I . > i r D fArcy Power, od. c i t . , p . 31.
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A band, composed of a harp, p'irar, lyre and double
pipe, played before dinner and throughout Hie meal. Some-
times dancing oirls, nearly, if not quite naked, Hanced
for entertainment of the quests.
The tables v/ere loaded with a great variety cf
delicacies, joints of beef, boiled or roasted, and geese,
served v/hole, were the chief dishes, but ducks, water-
fowl of different kin^s, fish of many kinds, kid, wild
qoat, and gazelle, v/ere served <; t the feasts. There
were vegetables in profusion, lentils, endives, and cucumbers;
pastry, cakes and fruits of twenty kinds, particularly
grapes and fins.
Knives and forks for eating with and even plates
were an unknown luxury. The guests helped themselves,
always with the right hand, and ate with their fingers,
I
except in the case of liquids, w hen spoons were provided.
After the meal water was nassed around, perhaps with
lupins in it, that the guests might rid themselves of
evidence of the meal, for the lupins acted as soap. Be-
tween courses the slaves may have passed napkins.
Herodotus tells us that it was the c u s t orn a t
Egyptian feasts to bring in a wooden mummied image of
Osiris, from a foot an'1 a half to three feet long,
painted to resemble a corpse, and show if to each guest
in turn, with the words, "Gaze here, and drink, and be
2
merry: for when you die, such will you be." The orig-
inal sionificance of the figure was probably to remind
1
• Ibid., p . 34.
2 • Ge orge Rawlinson, op. cit., p. 566.
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the quests thai in lite we are in death, and that there
is a lite hereatter. I i was probably intended to stimula
serious thought anH to curl: un^'ue indulgence, by sobering
thoughts concerning Heath an r' the judgement to core. It
must have proceeded trom the priests, "who doubtless
v/ished, as guardians ot the public morality, to check
the intemperance which they were unable to prevent
I 2
alto-gether." A.E. ''ilkinson represents ladies as sick
trom excessive drinking, and gentlemen as carried home
^runk by their attendants.
After the banquet was ended, music and singing were
continue^, and the guests were sometimes amused by tumble
or jugglers, both female and male.
Factors Conditioning rne Food Habits of
Neolithic Tan
CI I ma t
e
The same changes in climate v/hich had driven the
Mesolithfc men of Europe to the shores of the sea, and
to the banks of rivers, in search of food, brought
conditions which were favorable to the development of
agriculture. The season was long and the soil rich.
An unreliable supply of wild vegetable foods was grad-
ually superseded by cultivated grains, vegetables and
fruits.
I . Ibid., p . 566.
2* Ibid., p . 566.
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Ag r i cu I tu re
At least nine-tenths of all m an 1 s existence upon
this nlanet has been snent'in the hunting-fishing-
I
col lecting stage ot economy. The most important ettect
of agriculture upon the peoples who practised it was the
stability which it lent to their existence. Not only
were they assured of a fairly constant foo'I supoly which
would allow their numbers to increase, but also they
were attached to a particular locality. It is safe to
assume that with a. supply of vegetable food at hand,
grains, vegetables and fruits occupied a more important
place in the diet than they had in the days when those
foods h a ^ to be gathered wherever they were found.
Althouoh the product of the harvest may have been con-
sume^ in a series of feasts, as it was in the days when
the American l n dians celebrated the harvest of the corn,
the climate in Egypt and possibly in many parts of
Europe favored more than one crop per year.
Domestication of Animals
Those animals which furnish an artificial milk
supply for human babies are of equal Importance with
domesticated plants in ma kino possible the great increase
in the population f rOff Paleolithic fo N e o I i t h i c times.
Before the domestication ot milk -producing animals the
I. Charles A. El wood, "Cultural Evolution", p. 35.
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death of the baby must have been the usual consequence
of the failure of the mothers' milk supply* et-nurses
may have been used, but in a sparsely settled country
such persons would n o f alwdys be available.
Possibly the first attempts at domesticating
cattle and goats may have been the result of some
mothers' or fathers' observation of the calf or nanny
obtaining its food. They may have reasoned that the
tarn inp of such an an i m al would insure for their own
offspring the milk which the mother could not supply.
The domestication of animals returned to man that
I iberal meat supply to which he had become accustomed
in Paleolithic times, before the changes in cli n ate
which force d him to substitute fish for meat. With
many animals on hand man could afford to exercise his
preferences, casting aside those paris of t>e beast whi
in his hunger he h a ^ formerly eaten. Thus the characte
of the diet was changed.
Development of Weapons
The attention which h a 'd been concentrated upon
weaoons was now divide^ between weapons for the chase
and fishing, and implements for agriculture. The bow
and arrow were formidable weapons. The bows were from
five to five and one half feet in length, formed of a
rounded piece of tough wood, while bo w strinos were
probably first madw of hide, later of catgut or string,
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and the arrows wer of a light wooH, or more commonly
reed, ripped with stone. The Egyptian arrows were care-
fully notcherl at the lower extremfty, and w i ngee' v/ith
feathers in the most approveH modern fashion. The
javelin was also an important wear; on. Spears were use'
in hunting crocodile and hippopotamus, while a s m a I I e r
edition--the fish-spear--was used in preference to a
line and hook for fishing. Fowl were hunted in Egypt
with the " t h r ow- s t i c k , a thin curved oizce of heavy
wood. The hunter gl ided along in his boat equipped
with one or several decoy birds and throw sticks until
he came close to the game. \'"hen the wild fowl rose from
the water he flung his we anon among them. Large animals
were surrounded by beaters, and shot at with arrows and
javelins when the beasts came within range of the hunter
f;nd his trie nHs.
Cooking Methods and Utensils
The development of potter y made the boiling process'
practical, and enabled man to add pot-herbs to his diet.
Coarse vegetables of the leafy type which it had not been
easy to roast or boil in a skin with hot stones could
now be cooked in a pot over the fire: this made them
both more palatable, and more digestible.
In Egypt the meat was sometimes boiled in a large
cauldron placed on a tripod over a fire of wood. "One
slave regulated the heat of the fire by raising it with
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a poker or h I o w i n g it with bellows w h i c h he worke'-1 w i t h
his feet: another superintended the actual coo kino of
the. meat, and ski mme H the liquor with a spoon, whilst a
third pounde^ the salt, pepper, and spices in a laroe
I
mortar."
Brick ovens were known by all the Neolithic peoples.
In tact since Neolithic tiroes no new methods of cook In g
,
with the exception of steam pressure, have b e n evolve'" 1 .
Roil inn, broiling, steam inq, roasting, and baking were
all known then. The advances have been in the objects
in which or on which the f o o d is cooked and in the
utensils used. The discovery of metal --bronze, any more
important iron --made possible the invention of stoves
and a great array of metal cooking utensils. The H i e t
became more varied and more palatable because of the
domestication of plants and animals, and because of the
development of the art of cooking.
Dietetic Significance of the Food
Habits of Neolithic Kan
Agriculture and the domestication of animals made
increasinaly available for the Me o lithic peoples foods
from each of the groups now known to rnan--fruits, vege-
tables, nuts, grains, fish, meat, milk and eggs. Food
from each group may not have been plentiful at all times,
and there were undoubtedly periods of extreme want as
I. Sir O'Arcy Power, op. cit., p. 33.
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there were later, in the time ot Joseph, but throughout
the period there was a steady advance trom submission
t o d orn i nance ever nature. The place ot each ot these
tood-stutts in the diet depended upon the individual's
economic status, customs in the group, and personal
taste. It must have been true then as it is nw that
in time ot plenty people tend to cater to the sense ot
taste, and in so doing frequently render their diet
inadequate through unwise selection of food. kai"ly in
the period there arose a difference between the diets
of the poor and the wealthy classes.
The poorer people existing upon a course, vegetable
diet, had in that diet sources of all the food principles.
K'-cCo Hum has found that the protein of wheat is not
surpassed by that of any other grain. ihis protein
supplemented by the protein found in legume seeds, end
in milk would furnish a suprly adeouate for growth and
I
maintenance of rhe tissues. Greaves has shown that if
wheat is grown on irrigated soil the protein content
may be less, but the calcium and phosphorous content is
increased. Thus "a ralion of grains grown on irrigated
soil might be entirely sufficient as a source of calcium
and phosphorous to promote good skeletal development,
whereas grains orown under less favourable conditions
„2
w o u I d fail to do s o D
'
1 • t . V . iVcCo I I urn and r-.i . Si mmon ds, op. cit., p. III.
2 . t . V . fv'CCo Mum and N . S i mrnon d s , I o c . c i i .
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The diet of the poor would contain a qenerous amount
of vitamin R, the be i* I -be r I prevent i nn vitamin, for
cereal grains and pulses (peas and beans) are among vhe
most important sources. Even if milk did not occupy an
important place in the die I of the people, vitamin A, the
a n t i - i n f ec t i c e vitamin, would be supplied by leafy and
yellow vegetables (parsnips and yellow carrots were kno.n
to the Lake Dwellers), by eggyolk, and by glandular organs
of animals. These latter may have fallen fo the servants
and peasants as the taste for muscle meat was developed
among the upper classes. Although the best sources of
vitamin C, the anti-scorbutic vita rn in as w e I I as one of
the vitamins essential for calcification, is citrous
fruits, other fruits and leafy vegetables are also a
source. There may have been a shortage of vitamin D, the
a n t i - r ac h i t i c vitamin and the other vitamin necessary for
calcification, unless milk, better, eggs, or fish oil
played a prominent part in the diet. Constant exoosure
fo the sun's rays may have made up for any deficiency in
the food. f 'ilk may have been drunk hv the children of
all classes and by adult peasants but it is dou b t f u I if
if could compete with wine for favor among the upper class
adults. Reer was universally d on u I a r . Amo n g H e u p per
classes there may also have been a shortage of vitamin A
unless dairy products occupied an important place in the
diet, for with many foods to choose fr om the yellow
venetables wouM play a less obvious part in the diet.

/ J
Vitamins E and G should have He en present in sufti.cient
quantities to insure protect ion against sterility and
pel lepra.
There was an opportunity tor a satisfactory calcium-
phosphorous balance, tor the milk anH leaty vegetables,
the two classes ot t o
o
rl
s w hich are rich in calcium v/ere
available. ith the calcium content ot the diet cared
tor the phosphorous allowance is likely to be sutticient.
The so-caller protective toods - -m ilk anH I e <. t y
vegetables-- were the great contribution ot the Neolithic
Ao e to the human d\ e t \ milk t h r o u g h the d om e s t i c a t i o
n
ot animals, and I e a t v vegetables through the continued
development ot the crude pottery beoun in rhe f-..e s o I i t h i c
Age which made possible the cook inn ot the leaves and
so rendered them digestible.
The etfect ot the diet ot Neolithic man upon his
bodily health may b^ judged somewhat from the condition
ot his teeth and from the state ot predynastic skeletons.
In predynastic and p r o t ody n a s t i c t_oV^tian people dental
caries are exceedingly rare. It is not unril the time
ot the Pyramids when an upper class has developed and
the peoile have learned luxury that dental caries, tartar
an^ alveolar abscesses become prevalent among the veal thy
'people. At that time there is still a relative free dom
from dental disease amonn the poorer people who lived
mi inly on a coarse, often uncooked, diet. 3ir f arc
Armand Rutter, protessor of pathology at the University
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of Cairo, has found arthritis of the spine in 40 percent
I
of preHynastic skeletons. Focal infection from the
teeth probably was the origin of the arthritis. The first
case of proved qou t— a disease of hi oh living--v/as found
in a body in an Egyptian tomb. A case of gallstones
was discovered in an cgyplian mummy; tuberculosis was
known. In fact, evidences of many 6f the diseases which
food faddists right h' or wrongly attribute to diet habits
have been found- -hardening of the arteries, Bright'
s
disease, apoplexy, diabetes and high blood pressure.
Logan Clendening, M .0 • , "The My t h of the Kagnificent
Brute", The F o r u rn , k arch 1932, p. 183.
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SUK'/'/'AR Y
During the Old Stone Age the tooH supply was primar-
ily trom the hunt, supplemented by the nuts, fruits,
tender shoots, and seeds that the earth afforded. During
the Middle Stone Age fish was, in a large part, substi-
tuted for meat, and vegetable food was more abundant.
During the Mew Stone Age tie food supply came primarily
from domesticated plants and animals.
For hundreds of thousands of years man lived with-
out the assurance which a well stocked pantry and refrig-
erator give. The primitive forest, the lonesome steppe,
and the treeless plain challenged him to take froi:; them
his I i v i n o . Huge animals t emp ted hirn to exercise his
cunning. Success in the combat cf human intelligence
with animal force meant a feast, and temporary respite
from the search for food.
The vermiform appendix was of use in those days,
for the first Adam and Eve gorged when food was a i hand,
slept and ate again, until the supply of food was exhaust*
and the approach of hunger sent the hunter out to bring
home another meal.
Experience or hunger, no one knows, had taught
primitive man to eat a diet sufficiently well balanced
to insure survival to maturity. e suspect that he
m ' s t have eaten the entire animal for in no other way
can we account for all those food principles which are
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essential for growlth and maintenance.
The natural hazards surrounding all, r h « fact that
the failure of the mother's milk meant the Heath of the
baby, anH the I ck of insurance against interruptions
in the food supply, limited the number of the population
in the OM and Middle Stone Ages. An imperfectly balance
diet may have led to physiological 'ageing before chrono-
logical ageing.
In the f'esolithic period the first crude pottery
was made. This addition to the cultural knowledge of
man had a marked effect upon the cooking process--it
made boiling and stewing easy, and it also provide d a
safe receptacle for the storage of liquid as well as
dry foo^s.
The domestication of plants and animals known in
the few Stone Age brought a new stability to life. The
food supply became regular and the attitude toward food
started io change in the more prosperous sections of
the population fron t'e acceptance of the philosophy of
eating to live, io the idea that one might live to eat.
The basis for the later cult of the epicureans was laid.
Abundance made possible choice, so t h c: t in Ancient
Egypt we find the upper classes living upon rocsf and
boiled joints and a greet vrieiy of fruits, vegetables,
cakes, and cereal products. ihe peasant is thought to
have been a vegetarian through necessity. ihe place
which muscle meat plays in the modern diet can be traced
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back to the choice made possible by an ever present
supply of meat -from domesticated animals.
Oeooraphic conditions and the dependence ot man
upon weapons, pottery, tire, and the domestication of
plants and animals have determined the food about which
his existence was bul 1 1. Me at, fish, a n d the cereal
prains have at different times occupied this place, but
at no t i m e in these hundreds of thousands of years of
our food experiment can we say with certainty that
diet produced a perfect specimen.
Neanderthal, c t short and stocky build varying
between four feet, eight inches and five feet, three
inches in height is according to one classification ot
man, the "herbivorous" type. lhe s h o r t - I i mbe d , broad-
s hau I d€red, pot-bellied type of man is suooosed to have
a relatively and absolutely long intestinal tract suit-
able for the digestion of coarse vegetable food requiring
a great elimination of w aste. "The tall, slender, longer-
legged, greyhound type has been christened the carni-
vorous Ivoe and is supposed to have a short gut, adapted
I
for the djge S tion of hiohly concentrated foods. 1 ' Are
we to conclude that Neanderthal is a carrv over from the
apes who were designed for a herbivorous diet and stuck
to it: that Neanderthal survived in spite of his devotion
to a diet intended for carnivorous man, and that he died
out because he failed to follow nature's rules? The
Eskimo, who lives entirely upon animal food, is short
I. harnest Albert Hooton, op. cit., p. ',79.
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a n ^ s t u mp y - - a herbivorous type. At present there seems
to he no sufficient evi Hence for the assumption that
short-limbs anH a long intesi'ine are in any way connect
with herbivorous propensities in man.
Hooton points out that since the time of Pithecan-
thropus er rectus there has been no consistent evolution
ary trenH toward increased stature and body size in
mankind at larae, although some human stocks have grown
I
larger and others probably have shrunk.
The factors which have influenced the physical
conditions and development of man are too involve'' 1 to
ne used as a basis for any statement concerning the
influence of "natural fooH$' upon the health of man.
Ibid., p . 461.
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